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“Concerns around food safety and quality have seen the
issue of traceability become increasingly important to Irish
consumers. More widely adopting tracing technology and
highlighting their traceability procedures will help
specialist food retailers to provide consumers with more
information about the origin of their products and
reinforce their quality credentials.”
– James Wilson, Research Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
Interest in artisan food continues to grow in Ireland as consumers increasingly turn to higher-quality
local food and drinks. Irish consumers are most likely to buy these products for a special occasion, such
as a dinner party or Christmas, with butchers, bakeries and greengrocers the most popular types of
specialist retailers.
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The Consumer – What You Need to Know
Butchers are the specialist retailer of choice
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Local content important to consumers when buying artisan food
Recommendations from friends and family encouraging visits to specialist food stores
Consumers want maximum traceability in artisan food
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Butchers the most popular specialist retailer
Figure 22: Types of food specialists/artisan retailers visited in the last three months, NI and RoI, September 2018
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Heavy internet users most likely to visit a butcher shop
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Freshness remains important when buying artisan food
Figure 26: Factors that are important to consumers when shopping for food and drink in specialist/artisan food stores, NI and RoI,
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NI and RoI, September 2018
Rural consumers like to speak with knowledgeable staff
Figure 28: Consumers who consider ‘Being able to speak with knowledgeable staff’ important when shopping for food and drink in
specialist/artisan food stores, by location, NI, September 2018
Figure 29: Consumers who consider ‘Being able to speak with knowledgeable staff’ important when shopping for food and drink in
specialist/artisan food stores, by location, RoI, September 2018
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Figure 30: Consumers who consider ‘Made in NI/RoI’ and ‘Ingredients sourced from my local area’ important when shopping for food
and drink in specialist/artisan food stores, by age, NI, September 2018
Figure 31: Consumers who consider ‘Made in NI/RoI’ and ‘Ingredients sourced from my local area’ important when shopping for food
and drink in specialist/artisan food stores, by age, RoI, September 2018

How Consumers Use Artisan Food
Special occasions the main time consumers visit specialist retailers
Figure 32: Agreement with statements relating to usage of artisan food, NI and RoI, September 2018
Free samples appeal to ABC1 consumers
Figure 33: Agreement with the statement ‘I prefer to shop in food specialists that allow you to try before you buy (eg free samples)’,
by social class, NI and RoI, September 2018
Women least likely to waste artisan food
Figure 34: Agreement with the statement ‘I am less likely to allow food bought from artisan stores to go to waste’, by gender, NI and
RoI, September 2018
Social media and TV shows influence young consumers’ use of artisan food
Figure 35: Agreement with the statement ‘I have bought specialist food after having seen it mentioned on social media/on a cooking
show’, by age, NI and RoI, September 2018

Attitudes towards Artisan Food
New product discovery the main appeal of specialist retailers
Figure 36: Agreement with statements related to artisan food, NI and RoI, September 2018
Rural consumers looking for more specialist retailers
Figure 37: Agreement with the statement ‘There are not enough food specialists/artisans in my local area’, by location, NI, September
2018
Figure 38: Agreement with the statement ‘There are not enough food specialists/artisans in my local area’, by location, RoI, September
2018
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Parents looking for more artisan food in supermarkets
Figure 39: Agreement with the statement ‘I would like to see more specialist foods available in supermarkets’, by presence of children
in the household, NI and RoI, September 2018
Traceability important to Irish women
Figure 40: Agreement with the statement ‘Specialist food should have maximum traceability (ie name of the farmer)’, by gender, NI
and RoI, September 2018

Appendix – Data Sources, Abbreviations and Supporting Information
Data sources
Market size rationale
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